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Executive Summary
Billions of devices have already been deployed into the vast Internet of Things (IoT). Innovative engineers
around the world have found ways to coax huge value from devices that have just a fraction of the
computational and storage power of conventional computers or smartphones. In fact, it has been the ability to
package powerful applications into miniature devices that has enabled the world-changing impact of the IoT.

The very success of the
IoT has made it a target
for hackers and other bad
actors because when it
comes to seeking attack
surfaces, the IoT offers a
vast array of targets.

And the same lightweight MCU/CPU limited-resource devices that
make IoT devices so versatile also limit the use of conventional
security solutions. This lack of robust security solutions is especially
troubling because by their very nature, IoT devices – hanging from
lamp posts, sitting on utility towers, bolted to industrial machines, or
sitting in the home – are generally far removed from the traditional
firewalls and layered security of the enterprise.
This is why CENTRI Technology has created heavyweight security
for lightweight devices. While our security is heavyweight, our
footprint isn’t. Our CENTRI Internet of Things Advanced Security –
IoTAS components, which provide industry standard encryption and
compression in a single pass – weigh in at a size of around 30kB of
ROM on an embedded device and a mere 16kB of RAM.

Data – the real key to the IoT, is of critical importance. Keeping
it safe from prying eyes and away from those who would work
to falsify it and feed your application with erroneous information are the core of CENTRI’s IoT Advanced
Security product. Everything starts and ends with your data, and taking personal responsibility for its

protection is now easily accomplished using CENTRI.
A member of the Arm® Mbed™ partnership, CENTRI supports the Arm Mbed IoT Device Platform,
as well as Armv8-M architecture with a commitment for full support of Platform Security
Architecture (PSA) upon release of Arm Trusted Firmware-M in early 2018.
CENTRI IoTAS runs on endpoints with Mbed, bare metal, FreeRTOS, and any other operating
systems that can access a C-based library. IoTAS components also run on gateways and cloud
servers running Linux, as well as iOS and Android platforms. For embedded devices with Arm
Cortex®-M processors, such as the STMicroelectronics STM32 microcontroller family, IoTAS
features hand-optimized assembly code which results in tremendous improvements in speed and reduced
battery consumption.
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Lightweight Devices Need Heavyweight Security
Properly securing an IoT device is a challenge, but one that must be met. The research firm Gartner estimates
that 8.4 billion IoT devices have already been deployed, and that the number will more than double to some
20.4 billion by 2020 – just two years away. And nearly all of these devices exist beyond the firewalls and other
layers of protections that secure enterprise resources.
Unfortunately, these billions of IoT devices represent an enormous collective attack surface for hackers and
other bad actors.
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Figure 1. Heavyweight security is needed throughout the entire IoT, not just on the cloud and gateways.

Wired magazine recently published an update on the Triton malware attack discovered in December 2017 in
an unnamed industrial plant in the Middle East. The article, titled “Menacing Malware Shows the Dangers of
Industrial System Sabotage” notes that “Triton contains a deeper lesson in the need for more robust security
review within all industrial control and embedded device systems.” And the article concludes: “Though
malware targeting these platforms has been rare up to this point, it is appearing more and more, and critical
infrastructure organizations need to prepare.”
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This is why we need heavyweight security for the IoT world of lightweight devices. And it is essential
that security be designed into devices from the very beginning – because it is difficult, cumbersome, and
sometimes impossible to add security after the fact. At that point, it’s too late. The cost for ignoring security
can be substantial if a vulnerability is exploited to compromise your networks and infrastructure. Government
agencies in the United States, including the FBI have also issued warnings about the costs of weak IoT security.
Within the world of servers, desktop computers, and smartphones, newly identified vulnerabilities can be
mitigated through distribution of security patches. But within IoT, you can’t perform over-the-air (OTA) updates
unless your device was designed to have bidirectional networking, and sufficient resources to support new
code and an update validation system. This is why security must be as strong as possible and designed in from
the beginning so it can be shipped as an embedded element of your device.
While embedding strong security into ROM can be achieved for pennies per device, the in-the-field costs of
removing compromised devices after the fact can be extraordinary – removing devices from one telephone
pole at a time, or disrupting manufacturing processes, contacting hospitals, physicians, and patients about
healthcare devices, or mounting a recall campaign for consumer products.
Too often, security measures are largely limited to cloud servers and gateway devices that have the resources
to support traditional security. But lightweight devices also require heavyweight security. And that security
needs to be part of the devices design and manufacturing.

Why it’s Difficult to Secure Lightweight Devices
Security has always been – and perhaps will always be – a challenge. But the challenge is even greater when
working within the resource constraints inherent to IoT devices.

Those outside the embedded industry might think: How hard could it be to secure a small device like that?
Of course the answer is: The smaller the device, the harder it is to protect. Because whether dealing with a
sensor that hangs from a lamp post or protecting back office servers, the same level of security is required. But
with IoT devices you don’t have the luxury of measuring memory in gigabytes, nor measuring processing power
in terms of cores. Most devices have an MCU rather than a CPU, and that MCU is running at speeds measured
in megahertz, not gigahertz.
And the low cost of some of these devices means razor-thin margins when selling them to suppliers or
customers, leaving some to mistakenly ask: Is there enough left to invest in security?
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Challenges of Securing IoT Devices
Here’s a brief look at some of the challenges that make securing IoT devices so difficult:

Limited Computational Power
Most IoT devices are equipped with an MCU
rather than a CPU, providing just a fraction of the
computational power of a server, desktop, or even a
smartphone.

Limited Storage
Storage is typically on an embedded ROM chip, with
ROM storage typically in the range of 96kB to 256kB,
to perhaps 512kB. Even at the upper end of the
range, storage is at a premium because it must hold
the operating system, application, network protocol
and other utilities – as well as security.

Limited Security Tools
IoT devices can’t take advantage of the wealth of
security tools available for larger devices with full
CPUs, robust RAM, and storage. But these tools
simply won’t fit on nor run on the limited resources
of typical IoT devices. For example, you can’t run
the SSL/TLS security protocol on an embedded
microcontroller that has no room for a TCP/IP stack.
While BLE provides AES encryption, devices using
BLE 4.1 and earlier, or when running BLE 4.2 in
legacy mode suffer from long-term key exposure
and other vulnerabilities, as detailed by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology.
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Limited Memory
Memory is at a premium on IoT devices, partly
because of size constraints, or budget constraints,
but also because the more RAM a device has, the
greater the energy draw on its battery. RAM for
IoT devices can run from less than 16kB to typical
provisioning of 32kB or 64kB, with some coming with
more. But even at 256kB, this is a fraction of the
RAM a typical desktop or smartphone would have.

Limited Network Speed and Bandwidth
Most IoT devices lack the resources needed to host
and run a TCP/IP network stack, so instead depend
on a wireless connection to IP gateway devices.
Using wireless protocols such as Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) or LoRa (long range, low power) help
preserve energy draw on the device battery, but
low-power networks also tend to be slow networks.

Limited Power
Battery life is frequently one of the greatest gating
factors in designing an IoT device. While some
devices can take advantage of external power
sources, most are designed by necessity to be
self-contained. The limited power of an IoT device,
and the need to preserve that power, impacts MCU
choice, RAM size, and network type.
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Full application enablement
Data analytics and device management
OS or PaaS
Multiple/Multi-Core Microprocessors

• Unlimited memory and storage
• Broad connectivity
• Massive bandwidth

Cloud / Servers

• Processing power to run some applications
• OS or RTOS
• Single/Multi-Core Microprocessor

• Gigabytes of memory available
• Full TCP/IP stack
• Moderate bandwidth
Gateway

• Sensors and actuators
• RTOS or bare metal
• MCU based

• No Full TCP/IP stack
• No File Systems
• Limited memory (kilobytes of Flash)

• Limited communication drivers
• Battery powered
• Extremely limited bandwidth

True Edge Device

Figure 2. Common attributes and capacities for servers, gateways and edge IoT devices.

Why Security Must be Built In from the Start
Especially when considering the resource challenges noted above, it is essential that IoT security be built into a
device from the very beginning – including flashing it into ROM along with the operating system and application
stack. Unfortunately, security is often something that is tacked on as an afterthought (if at all), which can lead
to developers trying to drop TCP/IP-based solutions onto devices that can’t begin to handle a TCP/ IP stack.
IoT security must be carefully crafted to provide strong protection, while fitting within an acceptable footprint
– measured in kilobytes, not megabytes. If a device has 96kB of ROM, your security needs a footprint that will
still leave room for the embedded OS and your application code. Similarly, if you have 32kB or RAM, you need
security that can operate within that constraint, while leaving plenty of room for the OS, application, and other
resources. Even devices with the comparatively generous provisioning of 512kB/64kB, would be buried by
solutions ported from conventional security tools.
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The Need for Encryption and Compression
All data captured and transmitted by IoT devices should be encrypted, but it isn’t enough to rely solely upon
network-based solutions. As we’ve seen with the BLE 4.1 vulnerability referenced earlier, or the KRACK WPA2
vulnerability, even secure networks can and will be exposed. In addition, as data is moved, it is exposed at a
number of points along the way from the device, through gateway(s), and on to the server.
If the data is encrypted upon capture and decrypted only after it
reaches an application server, those transition points are protected as
well. If unencrypted data is sent over encrypted network segments,
it is protected in transit (until that network section is hacked) but left
vulnerable at any network protocol transition point.
While TLS can be used to protect data as it moves between two
points, it is by definition a transport protection and the data on either
side is unprotected. Furthermore, if the specific TLS code used has
problems with its implementation or configuration, it may very well
be vulnerable to attack. It is therefore desirable to layer additional
encryption with TLS – this not only mitigates the risk of the TLS link
being hacked but ensures that the data is protected on either side of
the TLS segment (point A and point B).

A common
misconception
is that TLS fully
protects the data
– and that when
using TLS no layered
encryption is necessary.

Encrypting Data upon Capture by the Device
This is why data should be encrypted upon capture by the IoT device – providing an additional, and deeper,
level of protection. By encrypting data from the device onward, you are providing a layer of protection that
secures your data from vulnerabilities that might occur further down the communications chain.
When using device-based encryption, if [AES-protected] BLE, or Wi-Fi encryption is breached, all a hacker
would find would be your encrypted data. This layered approach means that your data is protected – with
or without any additional layers of encryption a network might provide. If AES-protected BLE is like an
armored car, encrypting your data prior to putting it out across BLE would be like placing your data inside
an impenetrable vault, within the armored car. A hacker expects to find bars of gold upon breaking into that
figurative armored car. Instead, all they find is a vault that defies opening.
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Compression: Smaller Data is Better
Ideally data is compressed as well as protected with encryption. Data compression is important for a number of
reasons, including:
•

Encryption tends to expand the size of data, and compression more than compensates.

•

Compressed data takes up less storage space, always a tight resource with IoT devices.

•

Compressed data reduces bandwidth demands, which reduces bandwidth costs, as well as drain on the
device battery.

Compression addresses common problems unique to IoT devices which typically have carefully balanced
resources. Without compression, an OEM may have to add more RAM, but adding RAM not only increases cost
of goods, it also increases power demands on the battery.
CENTRI IoTAS is unique in that it compresses the data and encrypts it in a single pass, meaning far fewer
resources (CPU, battery, memory) are required to encode the data than if using a traditional compression pass
followed by a traditional encryption pass. In this light, IoTAS not only addresses data security and protection,
but one of the most important constraints in the entire IoT ecosystem – data size.

Securing IoT Devices with CENTRI Technology
CENTRI IoTAS provides a suite of purpose-built, standards-based, advanced security component C libraries and
deployable servers based on the combination of industry standard encryption and compression conducted in a
single-pass of the data, to meet the full range of IoT security needs. Our product suite includes:

CENTRI IoTAS Edge
For resource-constrained embedded devices that are typically unable to run or accommodate TLS and
certificates. Perfect for use on devices that use low-power networks like LoRa or BLE.

CENTRI IoTAS Data Protection (CDP)
For gateways and persistent data storage in the cloud. CDP is compatible with Edge – use Edge on your
embedded device to encode and CDP on your application server to decode for the perfect pairing.

CENTRI IoTAS Secure Communications (CSC)
For super-efficient streams of data from gateways to dedicated cloud servers that don’t need or
use MQTT(S) IoT hubs. Compared to TLS, CSC has a dramatically lower total cost of ownership, is
more secure, has a much smaller and fully encrypted handshake, requires far less time to establish
communication, and compresses all traffic alongside the industry-standard encryption.
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CENTRI IoTAS Edge – Brief Overview
CENTRI IoTAS Edge is specifically designed to handle your data security needs in the resource-constrained world
of embedded microcontrollers. Edge can encode your data before transmission to a gateway/mid-point or to
the cloud, independent of the network, ensuring industry standard encryption and compression of 40-50%
across costly wireless (cellular) and slow low-power networks.
Edge functions efficiently with deployments including Mbed, FreeRTOS, as well as embedded microcontrollers
without operating systems or file systems. Optimized for Arm Cortex-M processors (Cortex M3/M4) and Arm
v6, v7, and v8 architectures, Edge uses patented technology to compress and encrypt data in a single pass,
giving you a big win on platforms with a small battery, using far fewer CPU cycles than traditional methods.
Table 1. CENTRI IoTAS Edge Technical Specifications
Specification

Edge Device

Cloud

Processor

Arm Cortex M family (M3/M4), v6, v7, v8

Intel x86/64, Arm

Platforms Supported

Mbed, FreeRTOS, bare metal

Linux, Windows (Intel only)

Footprint

~30kB Flash/ROM, ~16kB RAM

Less than 2MB (depending on platform &
architecture)

Endpoints
Users
Applications

Cloud

Platforms

IoT Device
IoT Data Management
Intelligence

Figure 3. CENTRI provides end-to-end data encryption, protecting data from endpoint through gateway, and beyond.
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CENTRI IoTAS CDP – Brief Overview
CENTRI CDP is designed to handle your data security needs on
Linux-based endpoint devices, midpoints, gateways, servers,
and smartphones (Android, iOS). CDP encrypts and compresses
your data or files ensuring industry standard encryption and
compression of 40-50%.
CDP is compatible with Edge and can decode information that was encoded using Edge. CDP is the perfect
pairing – encode with Edge on your MCU endpoint and decode with CDP on your application server.
Optimized for both Arm and Intel processors, CDP uses patented technology to compress and encrypt data in a
single pass, giving you a performance advantage on platforms with either limited resources or a high potential
workload (midpoints and servers).
Table 2. CENTRI IoTAS CDP Technical Specifications
Specification

Edge Device

Cloud

Processor

Arm v7, Intel

Intel x86/64, Arm v7

Platforms Supported

Linux, Android, iOS

Linux, Windows (Intel only)

Footprint

@250kB on disk, 64kB RAM

Less than 2MB (depending on platform & architecture)

CENTRI IoTAS CSC – Brief Overview
CENTRI Secure Communications secures high-volume streams
of data between two TCP/IP enabled points, typically a gateway
and a cloud server, using ECDHE key exchange and industrystandard streaming encryption.
CSC also compresses and encrypts the data in a single pass to ensure maximum throughput over the network.
No certificates are required for CSC, and unlike TLS, the administrative overhead of managing certificates is not
a concern.
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Benefits of Using CENTRI IoTAS
COMPLETE SECURITY SOLUTION
IoTAS provides data security from the edge to
the cloud, and through all gateways along the
way. Because CENTRI encrypts and compresses
your data at the point of collection by the
IoT device, there is no risk of exposure from
protocol changes or decryption/encryption
processes along the way. And it means your
data continues to be securely encrypted even
when stored on the cloud.

FLEXIBILITY
With its small footprint, standards-based
architecture, and ability to work across
device platforms and operating systems,
CENTRI IoTAS provides the flexibility you
need to extend security across your entire
IoT environment, and flexibility to integrate
into your own custom code and existing
infrastructure. IoTAS Edge and CDP are
compatible with any network, IoT hub (AWS,
Azure), or storage along the way.

COMPATIBILITY
Whether you are connecting to your application
server through the Azure IoT Hub, AWS Hub, https,
MQTT(S), AMQP, or your own or another IoT hub/
cloud platform, you can use CENTRI Edge and CDP
to protect your data. Flexibility and compatibility
are extremely important because of the inherent
customized nature of IoT solutions and the lack
of the traditional standardization found in other
ecosystems.

SMALL FOOTPRINT
The CENTRI IoTAS solution has a small ROM
footprint (~30kB depending on components
and configuration), making it easy to embed
our code into your application, providing you
with a completely integrated solution for data
security. Out on your endpoint, it only requires
~16kB of memory.

WORLD-CLASS ENCRYPTION
CENTRI uses industry standard encryption
combined with proprietary, patented optimizations specifically designed for the world
of IoT. Keys are exchanged using the same
proven Elliptic Curve technologies used by
Apple, Google, the European Union, and
recommended by NIST and the NSA.

STANDARDS BASED
IoTAS Edge and CDP are C libraries that can easily
be accessed via C/C++. On your application server,
decrypt and decompress your data with the C
based CDP library directly or use the REST API
of the CDP Server using http/https for multi-tier
architecture requirements.

DATA COMPRESSION
CENTRI IoTAS automatically performs data
compression while encrypting, providing a
savings of ~40%-50% of your overall data size.
Data compression provides efficiencies and
cost savings across the network layer, cloud
transport and data storage.

SPEED AND EFFICIENCY
IoTAS provides faster encryption and
compression – in a single pass of the data. The
complete CENTRI CSC handshake running on
an Arm v8-M in the PSA, for example, is 240
times faster than using TLS running in the
same place.

DEVICE AND OS AGNOSTIC
Developers can use our C-based libraries and tools
across a spectrum of operating systems running
on Arm and Intel MCUs and CPUs including Mbed,
bare metal, FreeRTOS, Linux, Android, and iOS.

FAST, SECURE AUTHENTICATION
WITHOUT CERTIFICATES
CENTRI CSC uses hardware-based ID to
authenticate devices without the need to
exchange and manage certificates. Our
patented process for assigning secure device
identifications upon introducing a new device
into an IoT environment allows for immediate
– and encrypted – single-stage handshake
communication.

STREAMING CIPHER FOR FASTER
PERFORMANCE
With CENTRI you can gain better performance
– while preserving device resources – by
using a streaming cipher rather than a block
cipher solution, which can result in data blocks
stacking up in queues, while also demanding
more from onboard IoT device memory –
especially when minimum block lengths
exceed IoT data packet sizes.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
CENTRI can work with you to create custom
applications if your solution uses a customized
operating system or network stack, or if you want
to incorporate elements such as a specific nondeterministic random number generator. Even
if you’ve already created a custom environment
to reduce attack surfaces, you can still take
advantage CENTRI IoTAS to enhance your data
security and protection.

FASTER TIME TO MARKET
Unlike open source tools, IoTAS comes preconfigured for faster integration to endpoints,
applications and Cloud Servers/Gateways.
This reduces internal development time from
months to days. CENTRI IoTAS was designed
by and for developers to speed your timeto-market and greatly reduce security risks
while protecting your data. The best way
to experience CENTRI is to download our
free trial version, which is easily upgraded
to the commercial version so none of your
prototyping work is lost.
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+
“As IoT scales, security is no longer optional as users need to know and trust their data is
safe across connected devices – but security must be a shared responsibility. With a small
footprint and strong end-to-end capabilities, CENTRI IoTAS, with support for both Armv8-M
and the common security framework defined by PSA, is providing the Arm ecosystem with a
comprehensive solution for protecting the next trillion connected devices.”
Paul Williamson, Vice President and General Manager, IoT Device IP, Arm

CENTRI IoTAS
Embedded on Armv8-M and Ready to Go
CENTRI IoTAS can be used on just about any IoT device, as noted throughout this paper, but the good news for
developers of Armv8-M solutions is that CENTRI IoTAS is already embedded into the platform as part of Arm’s
Protected Security Architecture (PSA). CENTRI is installed within the PSA, ready for developers to turn on and
bring the world’s strongest IoT security solution to their offerings.

Reference Design on STMicroelectronics STM32 Microcontroller Family
CENTRI IoTAS Edge was built with a reference design running on the STMicroelectronics STM32 microcontroller
family based on ARM Cortex®-M processor cores. “Our goal is to remove barriers for IoT innovators to get to
market sooner and deliver more secure products,” said Tony Keirouz, Vice President IoT Strategy, Ecosystem &
Partnerships, STMicroelectronics. “CENTRI IoTAS running on the STM32 platform offers our customers a new
choice for securing devices and data to build secure Cloud-connected IoT products.”
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Summary
CENTRI IoTAS brings heavyweight security to the world of lightweight devices. IoTAS meets the needs of
stakeholders across your organization – from product leaders seeking a faster time-to-market with secure IoT
devices and data, to developers looking for the best way to secure new and existing products, to the security
leaders tasked with providing the best possible security available for IoT while minimizing the time required
to seamlessly integrate such protections into their products. No other commercially available product can
provide a better solution for securing and protecting your data.

About CENTRI
CENTRI provides an advanced security solution specifically designed and built for the unique needs and
requirements of the Internet of Things. Our flexible, software-only solution enables device makers and
developers to quickly move to market with purpose-built IoT security to protect their data from chip to
Cloud. CENTRI delivers device integrity with modern, standards-based technologies for the connected
world. For more information visit www.centritechnology.com or email us at sales@centritechnology.com.

701 5th Avenue, Suite 550, Seattle WA 98104 | 206-395-2793 | www.centritechnology.com
© 2018 CENTRI Technology. All rights reserved. CENTRI and IoTAS are trademarks of CENTRI Technology Inc. in the U.S.
All other product and company names herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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